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Abstract—Software product lines are built around the central
notion of variability. A variability model specifies possible variations among the members of the product family, constraining
combinations of variability options to conform to the real-world
requirements. To formally model and analyze a product line,
we need to study its behavior in presence of these variability
constraints. To this end, we define a method to specify variability
models based on propositional logic. In addition, the modeler
may specify the binding decisions that are already made for
the variability options. These decisions are also described using
propositional logic. The resulted propositional formulas can be
used by the existing verification methods to determine which
product configurations, satisfy a given property. These configurations preserve the binding decisions as well. Furthermore,
configurations that are valid according to the variability model
constraints, but cannot be derived from the product line behavioral model, are presented to the modeler as the missing
configurations. We also distribute the state space of product lines
by means of specifying some binding decisions, to avoid the state
space explosion. Finally, the result of verification can be used
to revise the behavioral model, the variability model, and the
binding decisions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software product line engineering is a paradigm to develop
software applications using platforms and mass customization.
This employs the concept of managed variability: The commonalities and differences in the applications of the product
line should be modeled explicitly. To this end, an orthogonal
variability model is considered as a central asset in a software
product line, to define the variability and relate it to other
software development models such as feature models, use case
models, design models, component models, and test models
[1].
A variability model defines what can vary, and how does it
vary, by means of variation points and variants, respectively
[1]. It also consists of a set of constraints on variants, and
dependencies among them. Single products can be derived
from a product line, by deciding about the inclusion or
exclusion of each variant. The moment of variability resolution
is called the binding time of the variability. The decisions made
to derive a product from a product line form a configuration.
The product line engineering paradigm, focuses on developing a product family, instead of developing several single products. Accordingly, two extreme approaches may be

Fig. 1. An overview of the product line verification approach in presence of
variability model

considered for verifying product lines: The first approach is
verifying each product independently. Therefore, the binding
decisions for all of the variation points should be made, before
the verification. This approach is not practical due to the large
number of products that can be derived from a product family.
The second approach is verifying the entire product family. In
this approach, all of the binding decisions are made during the
model checking process: The model checker examines all of
the possible decisions that can be made for the variabilities
that it encounters. The result of verification of a product
family against a property is the set of products (represented
by configurations) that satisfy the property. This approach may
lead to state space explosion for large product families. The
second approach for product line verification is introduced in
[2].
In this paper, we present a comprehensive approach for
product line verification in presence of variability models, that
is shown in Figure 1. The approach is based on the idea of
verifying the entire product family [2]. However, we fill the
gap between the two extreme verification approaches (making
all the binding decisions before verification, and leaving all
the bindings undecided until verification), by allowing the
modeler to specify the binding decisions that are already made.
These decision are described using a set of configurations.
Each element of these configurations may denote the decision
that is already made for the corresponding variability, or

may indicate that no decision is made for the variability.
A propositional logic formula is extracted from these set of
configurations. We also transform the variability model to a
propositional logic formula. The resulting formulas are used
by model checker to restrict the result of verification to the
configurations that preserve the specified bindings decisions,
and are valid according to the variability model.
Moreover, we try to avoid state space explosion by distributing the state space of a product family over several machines.
To this end, we verify a product family on two machines (or
more). On one machine we include a variant, and on the other
machine we exclude that variant, by specifying these decisions
as the binding decisions in each machine.
The final result of verifying a product family against a
property is two sets of configurations: The first set is the result
set which contains configurations that satisfy that property.
These configurations are valid according the variability model,
and preserve the specified binding decisions. The second set
contains the missing configurations. These configurations are
valid according to the variability model, but they cannot be
derived from the current behavioral model. Because, as the
model checker encounters variabilities and examines different
decisions (by making different paths for them), there is not any
path that leads to these configurations. Therefore, they wont
appear in the result set even if they satisfy a property.
Finally, We may use the result of verification to revise
the variability model, the behavioral model, and the binding
decisions. The result set can be used to add additional constraints to the variability model (this may consequently affect
the software development models), and to specify bindings
based on these configurations. The missing configurations may
help the modeler to modify the behavioral model so that these
configurations can be derived from it.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
• Considering variability models when verifying product
lines, to return valid configurations that satisfy a property
as the result of verification, and using the verification
result to revise the variability model (which is affecting
software development models) subsequently.
• Checking if all of the valid configurations can be derived
from the behavioral model of the product family.
• Filling the gap between two product line verification
approaches (making all the binding decisions before
verification, and leaving all the bindings undecided until
verification), by allowing the modeler to specify the
binding decisions, and using this feature to distribute the
state space of a product family over several machines to
avoid state space explosion.
We define a simple behavioral model based on transition
systems, named variable transition system (VTS), as a basis
to describe our approach. A VTS models variabilities in a
product family explicitly, and a configuration vector is used
to keep the track of the decisions made for each variability in
the model.
The Coffee Machine Example: General Description. We
use the product family of coffee machines as a running

Fig. 2.

The variability model of the coffee machine example

example in the rest of this paper. Figure 2 shows the variability
model (based on [1] notations) of the coffee machine example.
A coffee machine may serve coffee, tea, and water. More
specifically, each coffee machine should serve coffee, and at
least one other drink. Moreover, extra milk and sugar, can be
added to coffee and tea in some types of coffee machines.
In addition, a machine cannot serve water, while having an
option for extra milk and sugar, due to the space limitations
of a coffee machine. ¤
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the related work. In Section 3, we define the variability models,
and describe their transformation to propositional logic. Section 4, discusses configurations, their validity, and extraction
of a propositional logic formula from a set of configurations.
In Section 5, the variable transition system and its semantic
are introduced. Section 6 presents the way that the binding
decisions, and variability model constraints are used when
generating configurations. In Section 7 we describe how the
missing configurations can be found. Section 8, explains how
the state space of the product family is distributed. In Section
9, it is described that how we can revise the variability model,
and the binding decisions based on the results of verifications,
and in the last section we conclude the work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Recently, several approaches have been developed for formal modeling and verification of product lines. The formal
modeling techniques [3], [4] try to model the behavior of a
product family. In [3], the authors define modal I/O automata,
which is an extension of interface automata [5], and can be
used for development of the behavioral model of product lines.
In this work, the may transitions are used to model variability
in the behavior. Each may transition can be included in a
model or excluded from it, which results in different behaviors. Another work which focuses on product line behavior
modeling is [4]. In this work a product family is modeled
using input-enabled alternating transition systems. The authors
design a general model with all of the functionality and each
product is characterized by defining an environment for it.
The environment indicates the inputs that the product can

receive, and the outputs of the product that are important for
the environment. However, these approaches do not focus on
verifying product lines against properties.
The purpose of formal verification techniques [6], [2] is
verifying product lines against a number of properties. In [6],
the notion of reusable verification models is introduced. A
reusable verification model is used to obtain the verification
model for a specific test scenario systematically. The reuse of
verification models in product line development enables the
systematic verification of products. However, in this approach,
each product should be verified separately.
In [2], the authors introduce PL-CCS as an extension of
CCS, to model the behavior of a product family. In this work,
the entire product family is verified against a property and the
result is the set of products that satisfy that property. However,
this approach does not consider variability models, therefore
the result of verification may contain products that are not
meaningful or allowed.
III. VARIABILITY M ODEL
A variability model represents the variability information
of a product line family explicitly. There are many works
discussing modeling variability, including [1], [7]. In this
work, we consider a variability model based on [1] notations,
including the basic elements that are required for modeling
variability, and are common among the variability models.
This variability model consists of a number of variation points,
each having a number of optional or mandatory variants
associated to them. There may also be constrains on the
minimum and maximum number of variants that can be bound
to a variation point. In addition, there may be requires/excludes
dependencies between two variants.
For simplicity, we assume that all of the variation points are
included in a model, and we only decide about the inclusion
or exclusion of variants. The exclusion of a variation point
can be modeled by exclusion of all of its associated variants.
Consequently, ”variant excludes variation point” dependency,
can be modeled as a set of excludes dependencies from the
variant to all of the variants associated to the variation point.
We can model, ”variation point excludes variant” dependency,
and ”variation point exclude variation point” dependency, in a
similar way. ”Variation point requires a variant” dependency
can be modeled by a set of requires dependencies from all of
the associated variants of the variation point to the variant.
In [8], [9], [10], [11], a number of approaches for transforming feature models to propositional logic are presented.
We transform a variability model to a corresponding propositional formula in a similar way. In this work, we consider
variability models instead of feature models, as it provides
a cross-sectional view of the variability across all software
development artefacts [2].
Table I shows the rule set to transform each element of the
variability model to propositional logic. For transformation,
we consider a boolean variable for each variant (first rule of
Table I). The value of these variables indicates if the variant

TABLE I
T HE RULE SET FOR TRANSFORMING EACH ELEMENT OF THE VARIABILITY
MODEL TO PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC

Propositional formula

1

Element of
variability model
variant

2

Mandatory variant

vtBi

3

Minimum number of variants

[(vtB1 ) ∨ (vtB2 ) ∨ (vtB3 )]

4

Maximum number of variants

5

Variant requires other variant

¬[(vtB1 ∧ vtB2 )∨
(vtB1 ∧ vtB3 )∨
(vtB2 ∧ vtB3 )]
vtBi → vtBj

6

Variant excludes other variant

vtBi → ¬vtBj

Boolean variable vtBi

is included or excluded. The ultimate propositional formula is
constructed as the conjunction of:
•

The mandatory variants (rule 2).

•

Disjunction of all of the possible conjunction clauses
involving k variants from m variants, if we should select
at least k variants from m variants (rule 3 where k = 1
and m = 3).

•

Negation of the disjunction of all of the possible conjunction clauses involving k + 1 variants from m variants, if
we should select at most k variants from m variants (rule
4 where k = 1 and m = 3).

•

Implications from variants to other variants (or their
negation), representing the requires and excludes dependencies (rule 5, rule 6).

The Coffee Machine Example: The Propositional Formula. The propositional formula of the variability model of
the coffee machine (Figure 2), is the conjunction of: coff eeB
as coff ee is a mandatory variant of product, disjunction of
the conjunction of the boolean variables of each two variants
of product, as at least two variants should be bounded to
product, and two implications from waterB to ¬milkB and
¬sugarB as water excludes these variants. Ultimately, the
propositional formula of the coffee machine example becomes:
PFCM = (coff eeB ) ∧
[(coff eeB ∧ teaB ) ∨ (coff eeB ∧ waterB ) ∨
(teaB ∧ waterB )] ∧
(waterB → ¬milkB ) ∧
(waterB → ¬sugarB ) ¤

IV. C ONFIGURATIONS
Individual products can be derived from a variability model
by bounding a number of variants to each variation point.
We use a configuration vector (similar to [2]), Config ∈
{I, E, U }m , to keep track of inclusion or exclusion of the
variants (assuming that variability model contains m variants
totally). The decision (I: included, E: excluded, U: unknown)
that is made for vti is represented by Config i . A configuration
is resolved if it does not include any unknown decisions,
otherwise, it is undecided.
A configuration vector with m variants, leads to 3m different
configurations. However, all of the possible configurations may
not be valid according to the variability model. Having a
configuration Config, and the propositional formula associated
to a variability model VM , we can check if Config is valid
according to VM . For this purpose, we assign value to each
boolean variable, vtBi , in the propositional formula according
to the Config:

Config vti = I
 true,
false,
Config vti = E
vtBi =

?,
Config vti = U
Then, we check if there exists a true/false substitution for
variables with value ? which makes the whole propositional
formula true, using a SAT-solver such as [12]. The configuration Config is valid according to VM if such substitution
exists. We define the function Validity to check the validity
of a configuration based on a propositional formula:

The ultimate propositional formula is the disjunction of these
conjunction clauses. The conformance of a configuration to
the Bindings set can be checked, using the resulted formula,
in a way similar to checking the validity of a configuration
regarding to a variability model.
The Coffee Machine Example: Configurations. The configuration vector Config CM of the coffee machine may lead
to 35 different configurations, as there are 5 variants in the
variability model. We assume that:
vt1 = coff ee vt2 = tea
vt4 = milk
vt5 = sugar

The following configurations are two possible configurations:
Config 1 = {E, I, I, E, E}
Config 2 = {I, U, E, I, E}
Config 1 is a resolved configuration. However,
Validity(Config 1 , PFCM ) = false, as the coff ee which
is a mandatory variant is excluded from the model (the
coff eeB does not hold in PFCM ). Config 2 is an undecided
configuration as Config 2 = U , which results in teaB =?. In
addition, it is a valid configuration, as replacing ? by true
(including tea), makes PFCM = true.
Let assume that it is already decided to include the tea, and
exclude the milk, or to include the milk and the sugar. Thus,
the Bindings set, and its corresponding propositional formula
are:
Bindingsset = {{U, I, U, E, U }, {U, U, U, I, I}}
PFBindings = [(vt2 ∧ ¬vt4 ) ∨ (vt4 ∧ vt5 )]

Validitiy : Config × PF → {true, false}
In addition to the variability model, we may add additional
constraints on the validity of a configuration. We may assume
that a number of binding decisions are already made (inclusion
or exclusion of some of the variants). A resolved/undecided
configuration is used to describe these binding decisions.
This configuration should be valid according to the variability
model. Obviously, in a resolved configuration, all of the
binding decisions are made, and it represents a single product.
We can use a set of configurations, named the Bindings set,
to describe different options for binding decisions.
A configuration, Conf ig, conforms to the binding decisions
that are previously made by the configuration Conf ig 0 , if it
refines Conf ig 0 (Conf ig v Conf ig 0 ):
(Config i = Config 0i ) ∨ (Config 0i = U )

∀ i ∈ {1, ..., m}

A configuration conforms to the Bindings set, if it conforms
to at least one configuration of the set. We can derive a
propositional formula, in disjunction normal form (DNF), from
the configurations of the Bindings set. The formula is used to
check if a configuration conforms to the Bindings set. To this
end, each configuration Conf ig ∈ {I, E, U }m is converted
to a conjunction composed of vtBi s, and their negations. A
boolean variable appears in the conjunction clause as vtBi if
Conf igi = I, and as ¬vtBi , if Conf igj = E, respectively.

vt3 = water

Finally, Conf ig 1 conforms to the Binding set, as it conforms to {U, I, U, E, U } (although it does not conforms to
{U, U, U, I, I}). In contrast, Conf ig 2 does not conform to the
Binding set. ¤
V. VARIABLE T RANSITION S YSTEMS
In this section we introduce the notion of transition system
with variability, named variable transition system (VTS) as
a basis for describing our approach, by presenting its formal
definition, and its semantics.
A. Formal Definition
Variable transition systems are similar to simple transition
systems, except that in VTS, we distinguish a special set of
actions, named variant selection actions, to model variability.
Each variant selection action explicitly indicates the inclusion
of a variant from a variability model with m variants. A VTS
is defined as a five tuple (S, I, Conf ig, A, Avs , →) where:
• S is a set of states.
•

I ⊆ S is a set of initial states.

•

Conf ig ∈ {I, E, U }m is a configuration vector.

•

A is a set of actions.

•

Avs is a set of m variant selection actions such that A ∩
Avs = ∅ and Aall = A ∪ Avs .

avs

si →k sj avsk ∈ Avs Conf igk 6= I

(3)

τ

hsi , Conf igi →0 hsj , Conf igk /Ei

Fig. 3. A VTS modeling the product family of the coffee machine example

→ ⊆ S × Aall × S is a transition relation.
For simplicity, we refer to the transitions: → ⊆ S ×Avs ×
S, as variant selection transition, in the rest of the paper.
The Coffee Machine Example: VTS. Figure 3 shows a VTS
that models the product family of the coffee machine example
(VTS CM ). In VTS CM , Avs = {vt1 , vt2 , vt3 , vt4 , vt5 }. ¤
•

B. Semantics

It should be noted that, a variant may be excluded implicitly
as well. In this case, the corresponding decision remains
unknown in the configuration vector, because the variant selection transition cannot be reached according to the behavioral
model. Therefore, practically, the variable behavior is excluded
from the model.
Using the above rules, a TS can be derived from a VTS and
it can be used to verify the behavioral model against properties.
The result of verification is the set of configurations that satisfy
a property.
The Coffee Machine Example: Semantics. By applying
the defined semantic rules on the VTS of the coffee machine
example, the following sample path can be obtained:
h1, {U, U, U, U, U }i
h3, {I, U, U, U, U }i

A VTS can be transformed to a single transition system.
The resulting transition system is similar to PL-LTS that
is introduced in [2]. We define it as a three tuple TS =
(T, Init, Act, →0 ) where:
• T = S × Conf ig is a set of states.
•

Init ∈ T is the initial state.

•

Act = A ∪ Avs is a set of actions.

→0 ⊆ T × Act × T is a transition relation.
More specifically, we transform a VTS to a TS by deriving
the transition relation →0 from the VTS using a set of rules
defined in the following.
Generally, for each state si ∈ S of a VTS there may be a
a
number of possible transitions as si → sj such that a ∈ Aall
and sj ∈ S. When a ∈ A, the transition may be taken, without
affecting the configuration vector:
•

a

si → sj a ∈ A
a

(1)

hsi , Conf igi →0 hsj , Conf igi
When a ∈ Avs (denoted by avsk ), we may include the
variant in the model, if it is not already excluded (Conf igk 6=
E), or exclude it, if it is not already included (Conf igk 6= I).
Then, we should update the configuration vector according to
our decision. Replacing the k th element of the configuration
vector by I or E is denoted by Conf igk /I or Conf igk /E,
respectively. We define the following rule to include a variant,
by means of taking a variant selection transition in the model:
avs

si →k sj avsk ∈ Avs Conf igk 6= E
avsk

(2)

hsi , Conf igi →0 hsj , Conf igk /Ii
When excluding a variant from the model, the VTS remains
in the same state (using a τ transition):

vt1

→

h2, {I, U, U, U, U }i

Brewcoffee

→

Servecof f ee

Coffeeorder

h4, {I, U, U, U, U }i

→

τ

→
Done

h4, {I, U, U, E, U }i
→
h9, {I, U, U, E, U }i
→
vt2
T eaorder
→
h1, {I, U, U, E, U }i → h10, {I, I, U, E, U }i
Brewtea
Servetea
h11, {I, I, U, E, U }i →
h12, {I, I, U, E, U }i
→
vt3
Done
→
h13, {I, I, U, E, U }i → h1, {I, I, U, E, U }i
W aterorder
Servewater
h16, {I, I, I, E, U }i
→
h17, {I, I, I, E, U }i
→
Done
h18, {I, I, I, E, U }i
→ h1, {I, I, I, E, U }i

The
configuration
vector
won’t
change
from
h1, {I, I, I, E, U }i, further in the above path. Therefore,
vt5 is implicitly excluded from the model, in this sample
path. We highlight two inconsistencies that exist in this path:
1) This path results in a coffee machine which can serve
coffee, tea, and water. Moreover, it serves water as well
as extra milk. However, such coffee machine is not
allowed.
2) This VTS cannot model a coffee machine that has not
the option of extra milk, but is capable of adding extra
sugar. However, such coffee machine is allowed according to the description of the coffee machine families.
¤
VI. A PPLYING VARIABILITY M ODEL AND B INDINGS
C ONSTRAINTS
In this section, we describe our approach for applying the
constraints that are implied to resulted configurations because
of the variability model and the Bindings set. A trivial idea
to apply these constraints is verifying the product family,
and then checking the validity of each configuration that is
appeared in the result set. However, in this way the model
checker generates many paths that are not useful as they lead to
invalid configurations. Therefore, we involve these constraints
in the semantics of the VTS, to avoid generating useless paths.

A. Modifying The Semantics of VTS
We add a condition to the defined rules to check if including
or excluding a variant can lead to a valid configuration which
also conforms to the Bindings set. To this end, the validity
and the conformance of the configuration vector should be
checked. For simplicity, we define a general propositional
formula, named GPF , as GPF = PFV M ∧PFBindings , where
PFV M and PFBindings are the propositional formulas of the
variability model and the Bindings set, respectively. Finally,
we add the condition, Validity(Conf ig, GPF ) = true, to
the rule set which results in the following new rules:
avsk

si → sj avsk ∈ Avs Conf igk 6= E Validity(Conf igk /I, GPF ) = true
avsk

hsi , Conf igi →0 hsj , Conf igk /Ii
avs

si →k sj avsk ∈ Avs Conf igk 6= I Validity(Conf igk /E, GPF ) = true
τ

hsi , Conf igi →0 hsj , Conf igk /Ei

Using the new rules, the behavioral model generates only
valid resolved configurations. However, the undecided configurations may be still invalid. The reason is implicit exclusion
of some variants. An undecided configuration is valid, if
we can substitute its unknown values with inclusion and
exclusion, such that it makes the propositional formula true.
However, there may not be any path in the VTS that leads to
the configuration with the substituted values. Therefore, such
configurations appear in the result set, because there is some
substitution for them that makes them valid, although there
is not any path in VTS which realizes the substitution. To
solve this problem, we should replace the unknown values
with exclusion, in these configurations (as they are implicitly
excluded), and check their validity and conformance again.
The Coffee Machine Example: New semantics. By applying the new semantic rules on the VTS of the coffee machine
example, {I, I, I, E, U } cannot be derived by the previous
sample path, as it is not valid according to the variability
model: After reaching to h1, {I, I, U, E, U }i, water is excluded by taking a τ transition, leading to h1, {I, I, E, E, U }i.
Moreover, the resulted configuration conforms to the Bindings
set, Bindings set = {{U, I, U, E, U }, {U, U, U, I, I}}, as it
conforms to {U, I, U, E, U }. ¤
VII. F INDING THE M ISSING C ONFIGURATIONS
As mentioned in the previous section, a behavioral model
may not generate all of the configurations that are valid
according to the variability model. This may cause further
problems in the verification step, because some of the valid
configurations that satisfy a property, may not appear in the
result set.
As mentioned earlier, an unknown value that appears in
a configuration of the result set, Conf igk = U , represents
the implicit exclusion of the variant, vtk , from the model.
We can conclude that vtk cannot be included in the Conf ig,
therefore, Conf igk /I is missed from the model practically.
Based on this idea, we find the missing configuration. To

this end, first we extract the ultimate undecided configurations
that can be derived from the behavioral model, and cannot be
refined anymore:
Conf ig ∈ U ndecided Conf igs if
(∃ k | Conf igk = U ) and
(∃ maximal path π = hs1 , Conf ig 1 i, hs2 , Conf ig 2 i, ...
such that (∃ i > 0 | Conf ig i = Conf ig) and
(@ j > i | Conf ig j v Conf ig i ))
The missing configurations are extracted from the undecided configurations, by substituting the undecided values in
these configurations with included values, and checking their
validity according to the variability model. A configuration
Conf ig, with l undecided values, leads to 2l − 1 possible
missing configurations: Each of the undecided values may
be substituted by the included or excluded value to produce
all of the possible combinations, which results in 2l possible
configurations. However, we should ignore the configuration
in which all of the undecided values are replaced by excluded.
Because this configuration is practically derived from the
model, as we replace all of the undecided values with the
excluded values in the result set. Therefore, 2l − 1, possible
missing configurations are extracted from Conf ig. Finally,
each of these 2l − 1 configurations should be validated according to the variability model, and the valid ones are added
to the missing configurations set.
The missing configurations are presented to the modeler,
and they can be used to modify the behavioral model so that
it can generate these configurations.
The Coffee Machine Example: Finding the missing
configurations. The configuration {I, I, E, E, I}, cannot be
derived from V T SCM as by excluding extra milk variant from
the model, the extra sugar variants will be excluded from
the model implicitly. Considering our approach for finding
the missing configurations, {I, I, E, E, U }, is an undecided
configuration that cannot be refined further according to the
behavioral model. This configuration has 1 undecided value,
leading to 21 − 1 = 1 possible missing configuration (Config
= {I, I, E, E, I}). As Conf ig is valid according to the variability model, it is categorized as a missing configuration.¤
VIII. D ISTRIBUTING THE S TATE S PACE OF P RODUCT
FAMILIES
We take advantage of the Bindings set to reduce the required
time and space for model checking, and consequently avoid
the state space explosion.
To this end, the model checking process of the entire product
family is distributed based on including or excluding variants,
over several machines. The state space of a product family with
m variants, can be distributed over 2 machines, by including
a variant vti on one machine, and excluding that variant on
another machine, using the Bindings sets. If we assume that
the Bindings set of the product family is BS, then each
configuration of the result set should conform to the BS, as

well as the Bindings set of the first and second machines which
are defined as:
BSM1 = {Conf ig}
BSM2 = {Conf ig 0 }
where
Conf igk =

½

I,
U,

k=i
k 6= i

½
Conf igk0

=

E,
U,

k=i
k 6= i

It should be noted that, Conf ig and Conf ig 0 , should be
valid according to the variability model, and should conform
to the Bindings set of the product family. In this way, we can
distribute the model checking process over 2k machines, by
considering the combinations of inclusion and exclusion of k
variants. Selecting no variant (k = 0) is equivalent to verifying
the entire product family, and selecting all of the variants (k =
m) is equivalent to verifying each product separately. The final
result of model checking is the union of the result sets of each
machine.
In this way, Each machine results in the set of configurations
that satisfy the property, and the set of missing configurations.
The ultimate result of verification is the union of the results
of each machine.
The Coffee Machine Example: Distributing the state
space. In the coffee machine example, we may consider tea
to distribute the state space. If we assume that the Bindings
set is empty in the first place, then the Bindings set for the
first and second machines are BSM1 = {{U, I, U, U, U }}, and
BSM2 = {{U, E, U, U, U }}, respectively.
IX. R EVISING THE VARIABILITY M ODEL AND B INDING
D ECISIONS BASED ON V ERIFICATION R ESULTS
A. Revising the Variability Model
We can enrich the variability model based on the result set.
For this purpose, we convert the configurations of the result
set to a propositional logic formula (as described in Section
4) and use the formula to extract additional constrains for the
variability model.
The propositional logic formula is in the disjunction normal
form. Therefore, we can extract variability constraints from it
using a straightforward method: We add a variation point to
the variability model which its number of variants is equal
to the number of conjunction clauses in the formula, and at
least one variant should be bound to it (minimum number of
variants is 1). Each variant of this variation point corresponds
to one of the conjunction clauses, and requires the variants
that appear in the its corresponding conjunction as vtBi , and
excludes the variants that appear as ¬vtBi .
In this way, the modeler may add a variation point to the
variability model, for a property that has been verified, when
the focus is developing products that satisfy that property.
The Coffee Machine Example: Revising the variability
model. If we consider the property ”the milk is added to
the coffee every so often”, the result of verification would
be the configurations {I, I, E, I, E} and {I, I, E, I, I}. The
corresponding propositional formula of these configurations is

Fig. 4.

The variability model after modification

[(vtB1 ∧vtB2 ∧¬vtB3 ∧vtB4 ∧¬vtB5 )∨(vtB1 ∧vtB2 ∧¬vtB3 ∧
vtB4 ∧ vtB5 )]. If we want to focus on developing products in
the product line, that satisfy this property, we should add a
variation point as shown in Figure 4, to the variability model
of the coffee machine. ¤
B. Revising the Bindings Set
The configurations that appeared in the result set of verification of one property can be used in the Bindings set when
verifying another property.
The result of verifying a product family against a property,
is the set of configurations that satisfy that property. In other
word, the result is the different binding decisions that can
be made, so that the resulted product satisfies the property.
Therefore, this set can be used in the Bindings set for verifying
of a second property. Consequently, the result of verification
of the second property, satisfy the first property as well as the
second property.
The Coffee Machine Example: Revising the binding sets.
A property for the coffee machine is that ”the water is ordered
every so often, and when ordered it is finally served”. A second
property is that ”the coffee is ordered every so often, and
when ordered it is finally served”. We can use the result of
verifying the first property as the Bindings set when verifying
the second property. In this case, the configurations including
the extra milk and extra sugar wont appear in the result, as
they do not satisfy the first property (although they satisfy the
second property). ¤
X. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an approach for product line
verification in presence of variability models. Moreover, we
allowed the modeler to specify the binding decisions that are
already made, for the model checker. In this way, we filled
the gap between the two product line verifications approaches.

The result of verification of the second approach is the set of
products that satisfy a property.
To involve the variability model and the bindings in verification, we transformed them to propositional formulas, which
are used by the model checker. In this way, the result of
verification of a product family behavioral model against a
property, is the set of products that satisfy the property, are
valid according the variability model constraints, and preserve
the binding decisions. In addition, we presented the missing
products to the modeler, which are products that cannot be
derived from the behavioral model of the product family.
Therefore, Although they may satisfy the property, they wont
appear in the verification result.
Finally, the result of verification can be used to revise
the behavioral model, variability model, and the bindings:
The modeler can use the missing products for modifying
the product line behavioral model such that it can generate
the missing products as well. The set of product that satisfy
a property can be used to add additional constrains to the
variability model, and to specify the binding decisions.
In this work, we focused on the theoretical aspect of
verification of product lines in presence of variability models.
For the future work, we are planning on investigating the cost
of the approach, and reducing it using efficient algorithms. In
addition, we will apply the product line verification techniques,
including the verification approach, on higher level modeling
languages.
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